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1. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verbs given in the brackets: 

a) Once when I ______ (cross) the road, I ______(see) a small boy who _______(look) quiet lost. 
I     ________ (ask) him the name of his parents but he ______(can) not answer. After waiting 
for a while, I ________(bring) him home and _______(feed) him. 
b) It’s a bright afternoon. The sun________(shine) in the sky. The children _______(play)in the 
garden where there _____(be) lots of plants. Squirrels ______ (nibble) at the small pieces of 
food. The place______ (be) buzzing with activity. We ______ (be)all very happy and enjoying 
the place. 
2. Below you can see a set of instructions for making Chinese Blossom Tea. Complete 

the following paragraph which describes how Chinese Blossom Tea is made:- 

Boil four cups of water in a kettle. 

Add two tablespoons of tea leaves. 

Boil for two minutes 

Rinse the teapot with boiling water. 

Put a layer of rose, mogra or jasmine flowers in the teapot. 

Pour tea in the teapot. 

Serve before/after meal. 

Four cups of water_______________________ in a kettle. When the water is boiled, two 

tablespoons of tea leaves_______________ and made to boil. Meanwhile the 

teapot_______________________ with boiling water. A layer of either rose, mogra or jasmine 

flowers is then__________________________ and tea_________________________in a tea 

pot. Finally it___________ before or after meal.  

3. Change the following sentences into Passive Voice.  

(i) She made a yummy cake.   (ii) You will like it.  (iii) The teacher is teaching Science.  

(iv) The servant is cleaning the room. 

4. You are Shivam , Secretary of Literary Club of your school. Draft a notice in about 50 words 

inviting students of classes VI and VIII to participate in Inter- House Debate Competition in your 

school. 

*Kindly paste the worksheet in the grammar notebook and submit on 03.09.2019. 


